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    I hope you have all had a good summer and that you are 
planning those fall hunts that we look forward to all year.   
We did not have a breeding yet this year and have three  
females we are hoping to breed if they cooperate and come 
in when it will not interfere with the hunting seasons.  
    
    Last year at this time we had just placed twelve new  
puppies. I do hope they are all doing well and progressing 
well in becoming great hunters and companions.  I hear from 
a few, but wish more owners would keep me updated on their 
progress and ask for advice if they need it in developing their 
puppy.  Feel free to call and chat.  I love talking dogs  
and training.

    This has been a summer of loss for many of us.  This spring  
I lost Old Hemlock True at thirteen years of age.  He was a 
great dog and companion and his ashes will accompany us 
on our travels this year.  
    
    Others that passed were:  Old Hemlock Tara,  John and  
Beverly Mitchell’s  girl, Old Hemlock Allegheny, James 
Ramsey’s dog  and True’s littermate. Old Hemlock Flight from 
the Ice Storm litter and DeCoverly Fall Frost, Bruce and Sue 
Buckley’s female and male passing in the same year,  and 
Larry and Vicky Catlett’s Susie.  It is never easy to lose a dog, 
but memories of all the great time we had in the field and 
more importantly in our daily lives and the better our lives 

are for them being ours make it worth while. A part of us goes 
with them and a part of them will always be with us.

    I am looking forward to getting Karma into birds this fall 
and watching her develop.  I have a new Alpha and am  
learning to use it a little.  I remember hunting with just a bell, 
a dog, and a gun.  This new training tool may be smarter than 
I am.  

    May your fall be filled with great times, memories made, 
and  I hope you enjoy every moment  you have with your 
setters.

Best to all,
Roger
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Greetings,

  “Looking out my studio window at the bare winter bones of 
the scarlet maple across the north clearing and remembering its 
flame in October, I understand the meaning of experience.”
           ~ George Bird Evans   Grouse Along The Tramroad

The Old Hemlock Foundation, Preserving and Promoting the Legacy of George Bird Evans and Kay Evans



    It was late April, early morning and my favorite time in  
Florida. I was out looking for Susie. Whisper and She and 
Caccia and Lady had come back but I couldn’t find her. 
Only fifteen minutes to departure for Maine. Just had to load 
the horses. A school bus passed uneventfully.  Shortly after, 
I saw the only other car on the dirt road that morning pull 
out toward us. I had moved down the hill toward the house 
thinking she would come in from the back of the five acres 
where she had been hunting gopher turtles and God knows 
what else. The thud in the road wrenched my gut. My first 
thought was that the hit might be the little wandering Jack 
Russell who had adopted us last winter but had gone missing 
after chasing us half way to a late season driving competition 
a couple of weeks before. It couldn’t be Susie. Five acres of 
good fence and a secure gate surely had kept her in. 
    
    As I raced toward the sound in the gray morning light, the 
reality that it was Susie and that she was dying hit me like  
I had been under that truck that never even stopped.  
I retrieved her broken body from the road, cursed the depart-
ing driver as loudly as I could and carried her back toward 
the barn where she died in my arms. Vicky describes the 
sounds she first heard coming from the barn that morning as 
wailing, pure and simple. And I guess it was. She had gotten 
under the gate and had been looking for the covey of quail 
across the road that often filled the early mornings with their 
“bob white”. Somehow we pulled it together to load the 
horses and get Susie to the vet for cremation. It was a long, 
sad ride that day. I had never realized how much that little 
girl meant to me, I guess. We were both numb. The girls left 
a space for her in the back area for each of the three days we 
traveled homeward. They had lost the boss. We had lost  
the boss!
    
    None of us felt like doing much for the first few days back. 
Dogs wouldn’t eat and I couldn’t warm to them nor they to 
us. We were all mixed up. One afternoon after enough time 
had passed, Vicky loaded me into the car and informed me 
we were on our way to see a puppy related to Susie.  
On arrival, I stood stunned looking at the mother. A spitting 
image of Susie stood before me and moved like her as well. 
Paul King breeds great Llewellins, including Susie, and he 
had offered the pick of a recent litter to Vicky when he heard 
about Susie’s passing. Paul had kept two females. The smaller 
one bounded out of the kennel and right straight to me. As is 
often the case when you imagine the puppy picks you, she 
got the nod with Paul telling me I had picked the right one. 

    As time has passed, Daisy has begun to fill the void of 
Susie’s not being there. She is an accepted member of the 
pack, all of whom are happy and eating well once again. 
She is even attempting to run the kennel now at less than 
twenty weeks. She stalks her older pack members, honors 
their points at nesting birds and butterflies on our morning 
and evening walks, and snuggles them and us long and hard - 
amazingly so for a puppy - just like Susie did way back when. 
She has Susie’s eyes and expressions. I have to be careful not 
to expect her to BE Susie, of course, but all of this is keep-
ing the emptiness of Susie’s loss at bay and making me look 
forward again toward a great October. I am most assuredly 
thankful for puppies, for the breeders like George Bird Evans 
and Paul King who keep a good thing going, and for the great 
bird dogs that have tolerated my errant dog handler ways. Su-
sie is gone, but like Bracken, Scent, Sweetie, Dolly Sods, and 
Belle, she has not nor will she ever leave my head and heart. 
Here’s to you Susie. We’ll hunt the last cover you hunted first 
next year and go from there.

Tragedy and Redemption by   Larry Catlett

“Gun dogs are precious, these alter egos of the gunning man – 
tough, vital, fragile benedictions bestowed upon us for the short 
years we have them.”                                                                                        
                                ~ George Bird Evans   Living with Gun Dogs                                      
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Whoa! by Roger Brown 

    In my opinion the single most important command that 
you can teach a bird dog is Whoa, or as George Bird Evans 
preferred, Hold!  It should seldom be used, but is a tool for 
helping develop a dog that is staunch and holds its birds.  I 
have had the habit of saying it once while approaching a dog 
on point, but have learned it is best to say nothing as you ap-
proach a point.  I find the command helpful if the dog flushes 
the bird. Bring the dog back and set it up where it had the 
birds located and then give the command and make the dog 
stay there, waxing it up stroking its tail as if you are handling 
it on point. If you have an assistant they can make flushing 
attempts, even tossing a hat as you keep the dog stationary 
using the command.  
   
    It is not used to make a dog point or to help it establish 
point.  Not shooting birds that are not handled correctly and 
bringing the dog back and setting it up using the command 
will make an honest bird dog. Using wild birds this was all 
one needed to be concerned with since they could not catch 
wild birds.  Pen raised or released birds create issues for bird 
dogs and their handlers that make this command even more 
valuable since they can crowd these birds and even catch 
poor flyers. If they break point on pen raised birds, I give the 
whoa (hold) command and enforce it.  This prevents or helps 
prevent them learning that they can catch these birds and 
causing frustration for the dog and the handler.

    The whoa (hold) command can be taught many ways.  
Making them hold or whoa at meals is helpful.  I like to teach 
it using the method that Paul Long described in his book.  
Have the dog on a lead looped around its flank, (I like the 
pronged pinch collar on their neck), and simply walk the dog 
at heel and when you stop say whoa (hold) and keep the dog 
stationary. We walk the dogs two miles each day and use this 
method stopping every 30 - 50 feet. Eventually, usually after 
a couple of weeks, you walk in front and around the dog, 
setting them back if they move.  Not roughly setting them 
back, just being consistent. Over a few weeks they get very 
good and stop on their own at the command.  Then you can 
walk farther away which will tempt them to break.  Always 
put the dog back if it moves and return to the dog and tap 
them on the head to release them.  Once they show you they 
know the command you can run them on a long check cord 
in a field and give the command and stop them if they do not 
stop on their own. Follow the same procedures and put them 
back, waxing them up and releasing them.  Over time you 

will be able to stop them off lead or check cord by using the 
command. This tool is helpful in getting a staunch dog and is 
not taught around birds or used around birds till they have it 
down pat.

    This summer we used the Jim Marti method of tossing 
pigeons and having a pigeon in the air become the command 
to whoa.  We walked Karma at heel with the pinch collar 
around her neck and tossed pigeons stopping her just like we 
did when teaching whoa.  She caught on quickly and now a 
bird in the air has her stopping and is making her staunchness 
training come along nicely. The first pigeons we planted for 
her to point after this training, she held at the flush. 

    I look forward to seeing if this helps as much as I hope  
this fall.

 “For every thinking dog there had better be a thinking 
man, or the relation is going to get messed up”
                                                                                         
~ George Bird Evans  A Dog, a Gun, and Time Enough
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A Needle in the Haystack 
and No White Gloves  
by Robert Tovarnak  

    It was October in the upper peninsula of Michigan. It was 
a mild day and autumn was in its glory. The fall colors were 
at their peak, leaves gently falling to the forest floor. George 
would have said it’s always like this in October. 
    
    We were driving slowly down a seemingly endless log-

ging road. Just soaking it all in when we were rudely yanked 
from our serene setting by the sound of a distant barking 
dog. I stopped the truck and walked a short distance into 
the woods. Through an opening I could see an English set-
ter barking its head off and running through the woods. I 
called to the dog and it came. From the condition of the dog 
I could tell it was obviously lost. From the collar on the dog 
I was able to get a name, West Virginia address, and phone 
number. I tried calling with no luck, the owner was either not 
home or still hunting in the UP. What to do? I was not going to 
leave this beautiful animal to be dinner for a pack of coyotes 
or a wolf. After a little dog food and lots of water the setter 
was put in the back of the truck, and away we went look-
ing for the owner. Trying to find him would be like finding 
a needle in a hay stack. But we had to try. Perhaps the dog 
owner was still in the area. We drove the logging roads look-
ing for hunters or parked vehicles but they were few and far 
between. The hunters we talked with knew nothing of a lost 
dog. On the parked vehicles we left a note on the windshield 
with the information concerning the lost dog.
     
    By now the shadows were starting to lengthen and time 

was beginning to run out. On a hunch we stopped at a small 
crossroads bar. I cracked open the door and looked in. It 
looked dark and dingy. There were a few men at the bar and 
a few at some of the tables. I was apprehensive, but the na-
tives were friendly. I approached the bartender with my story. 
He said he knew nothing about the dog owner. But there was 
a man in the bar that knew a man that knew the dog owner. 
Maybe we were getting somewhere. We got some vague 
directions to the camp of the man that knew the owner.  
With one eye on the gas gauge and the other on the clock we 
proceeded on. It was time.  After a lengthy search we found 
the camp of the man who knew the dog owner, and he was 
home. We explained the situation to him and he agreed 
to take the dog to the owner. I left my name and contact 
number in case the owner wanted to talk with us. On the way 
back to our cabin, twilight faded into darkness and there was 
a sigh of relief when the tires hit the hardtop road.

    
    Two days later we got a call from the dog owner and he 

said he would like to meet with us that evening. When he 
arrived he thanked us for returning his lost dog. Over a bottle 
of wine we discussed where the dog was lost, miles from 
where he was found, and various aspects of grouse hunting. 
We talked about dogs, methods, and shotguns. Since he was 
from West Virginia, I asked him if he knew George Bird Evans. 
He said he had visited George and did not care for him. 
When George showed him the Purdey he was asked to put 
white gloves on before handling the gun and he felt insulted. 
Now George had a flair for doing things that this man did not 
understand and therefore could not appreciate. He finished 
the bottle of wine and took his leave and that was the last I 
heard from him.       

My First Dog  by Helen Ann Graffious

    Let me begin by saying “I’m a cat person.” From childhood 
to middle age, a cat has always been present in my life. They 
were usually big gray tabby males, except for my latest, a little 
black female named Tussey, who we adopted as a six week 
old foundling. 

    As I was entering my sixth decade, while easing into retire-
ment and moving to Old Hemlock, it seemed reasonable to 
get a dog, particularly an Old Hemlock setter. To LeJay it was 
a given.  After all, I love animals, except snakes.  I dreamed 
of sitting on the couch with a book in one hand and a dog 
on my lap.  In the background of my mind was LeJay hunting 
with the dog, me accompanying him, perhaps with a camera, 
similar to George and Kay. 

    With the 2008 Kauffman litter, came the possibility of own-
ership.  With only two females and having third choice, we 
were ready to take a male. Fate stepped in, and we became 
the proud owners of OH Black Willow after Ken Alexander 
did not take the second female.  She was the smallest of the 
nine, but in our eyes, the best.  We fell in love before we 
hardly knew her.  After our first visit her face became heavily 
ticked with black and I did not recognize her between the 
fifth and seventh week. 

    On puppy day we already had our girl, so what fun it was 
watching the rest of the new owners make their decisions.  
Hardest choice of all was for Karen Killay, who finally chose 
a pup based on a black ear opposite the pup’s ear of Jim’s 
choice. 
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   So happy were we with our little setter, I never gave much 

thought to Jeff and Kendra, and the anguish they felt handing 
over eight puppies to new owners.  This later came back to 
haunt me, when I in turn had to relinquish “my” two little girls 
(Willow’s pups) to new owners. Getting updates and photos 
certainly helped with the separation.

    So began the saga of having a dog in the family.  How did 
this little one have so much boundless energy?  Why was her 
first action smell?  How did this hunting instinct appear so 
fast, sight pointing at eight weeks, pointing quail at ten weeks, 
and shooting chukars at five months? And can a dog really 
smile?  Of course we read GBE’s Troubles With Bird Dogs, and 
then with trial and error we developed a hunting dog like no 
other in our eyes.  They always say you have one exception-
al dog in your lifetime.  We feel this has already happened to 
us with Willow. 

    I have become second to LeJay in Willow’s eyes, and that 
is okay with me.  Since I do not shoot, I understand what is 
important to her.  I do treasure our leisurely walks. Walk is a 
word you do not speak aloud unless you are actually ready 
to go!  She is now five years old and we cannot believe where 
the time has gone.  We will soon be ready for a new pup and 
that has me worried.  But even though another dog is double 
the trouble, it also means double the blessings.  We leave it 
up to you, Willow, to make that choice for us.

Tune-up Time   
by   Jim Recktenwald

    Summer is upon us and the warmth of the July sun is mak-
ing the memories of May’s heavy snows fade slowly away.    
For Bécasse and Patches McNab this is the season for trips to 
Camp Dave, home of our trainer (while we travel), training 
seasons with me at the Horse and Hunt Club, and the biweek-
ly runs around Christmas Lake. It is also the season I try to get 
into shape for my September death marches with Bill Larson.
    
    Each of us has areas we are trying to improve upon.  Bé-
casse is working on retrieving to hand.  Patches is working 
on trusting her nose and being staunch.  We are using an old 
southern  training technique which includes a barrel.  We 
have daily sessions above the ground where she has to whoa  
and remain still or fall three plus feet to the ground.  Both girls 
are improving, and seeing the improvements is rewarding.
   

    I on the other hand am trying to improve my endurance.  
In June I had a two mile swim in Lake Harriet and in three 
weeks I have a five mile race across Lake Minnetonka from 
Excelsior to Wayzata.  I should survive the swim if the training 
does not kill me first. The only time I see a sunrise is when I 
swim outdoors.  
    
    While I am training my gunsmith is carving a new stock 
for my 28 gauge.  The stock had broken during a fall on icy 
rocks.  The gunsmith had done a patch for the reunion last 
year but I wanted to the gun restored.  The good news is I had 
procured insurance from Chubb many years ago.  I contacted 
Chubb and explained what had happened.  They quickly 
approved the claim for a new gun stock.  I was surprised as 
to how sympathetic and responsive they were to my request.  
I have to endorse them and the peace of mind having the 
insurance has given us.  
   
     Hopefully we will have a litter by the time we meet again 
at the reunion but first we have more training and an autumn 
following my girls seeking grouse, pheasants and woodcock.  
Barb and I hope you remain cool during the summer heat 
waves and we look forward to seeing you again this winter. 
    
    (Jim reports that he finished the five mile swimming race in 
the middle of the pack, accompanied by a cold wind and rain. 
Quite an accomplishment.   Ed.)
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A Question of Value by LeJay Graffious

    “Possessions are a symbol not of wealth but means, the 
means to happiness, to see the simplicity of this land, the 
house and its objects that live because I love them beyond 
price. The moment you put mere price on things you possess, 
you denigrate them.”  
  ~ George Bird Evans,  

A Dog, A Gun, And Time Enough page 141.
   
    
    In September I have been invited to speak to juniors and 

seniors at my high school alma mater, followed by a question 
and answer session.  I was warned that one of the questions 
is usually, “How much money do you make?”  I have been 
pondering how to respond which brought to mind George’s 
selection on “Possessions”.    
   
    Helen Ann and I had the pleasure of attending Keith 

McDonald’s wedding and to spend some time in the home of 
his parents, Mike and Wendy, this summer. We witnessed the 
family support the new couple. This is wealth. 
    
    During this sortie north we swung east to Massachusetts to 

visit the Killays and their pack, especially OH “Katie”. Sitting 
around the kitchen table sharing conversation with setters 
lounging around us is an experience that I treasure.  
This is wealth.  
    
    A visit to Roger and Anna Brown’s hill top farm and home 

was on our summer travels list, too.  The Old Hemlock Set-
ter line is priceless.   Roger has lived and breathed setters 
for decades.  No wonder George trusted him with the line’s 
ownership.  He with the support of Jeff Kauffman has a vision 
which furthers George’s design and legacy.  His willingness 
and ability to manage this heirloom line is honorable.  Also, I 
valued his willingness to support Helen Ann and me with our 
first puppy, first training, and first whelping. I need to insert 
here the value to the Old Hemlock Line to have owners of 
females accept the work, risk, and expense to whelp a litter.  
Old Hemlock Setters are not kennel raised.  Each effort is in 
addition to a full life.   Since we have contributed two females 
to the line, I have a better appreciation for Jeff and Kendra 
Kauffman, Mike Krol, Mark Kucera, Larry and Vicky Catlett, 
Steve Hitsman, and John and Beverly Mitchell.  These Old 
Hemlock Family members have contributed to the line since 
George’s death in 1998.   The Old Hemlock Setter is a wealth.  
    
   

    We value all the friendships and connections made 
through the Old Hemlock Family. Old Hemlock itself is being 
invaded by the Hemlock Wooly Adelgid. Tom Bowman has 
been a great support guiding me to devise an effective man-
agement plan. I cannot begin to list all the support given by 
the people in my life. This support network of folks who love 
Old Hemlock is wealth. 
   
    I am privileged to walk the trails on Old Hemlock, to have 

memories of my days walking with George and Kay, Briar, 
Quest, Belton, and Manton. They gave this coal miner’s son a 
window on the natural world. They looked forward to annual 
events that marked the progression of the seasons and years. 
Helen Ann and I would be invited in early April to search for 
the first blooms of the Trailing Arbutus. With May’s arrival we 
would all begin to stake out the blooming Pink Lady Slip-
pers, which Kay would delight in counting annually. June’s 
blooming “Water” Azaleas meant that the Louisiana Water-
thrushes were holding nesting territory.  July would bring the 
first “Estella” Lily blooms, the Round Leaf Orchids, and the 
Rattlesnake Plantain. Our August searches were for the scarlet 
Cardinal Flowers along Old Hemlock’s Wagon Wheel Stream.  
The progression of natural cycles continues leading to Octo-
ber Fever.   These memories which I relive yearly are wealth.
   
    This summer the directors met to continue the strategic 

plan for the future of Old Hemlock and the Old Hemlock 
Foundation. The camaraderie and the collaboration during 
the sessions, led by the facilitator, Dr. Charles Kormanski, to 
further the legacy of George and Kay, demonstrated a wealth 
of knowledge and commitment to furthering the philosophy 
of Life which George so eloquently wrote.   

MISSION STATEMENT:

    The mission of the Old Hemlock Foundation is to preserve 
and promote the legacy of George Bird Evans and Kay Evans.
 

VALUE SET:
    The values of the Old Hemlock Foundation inherent in 

the lives of George Bird Evans and Kay Evans are a belief in 
integrity, honor, and respect of and for the individual.
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VISION STATEMENT:

    The Old Hemlock Foundation will become a major 
resource for blending the philosophy and experiential think-
ing of George Bird Evans and Kay Evans through a variety 
of media outlets, programming opportunities, and personal 
experiences.  Using broad based project collaboration and 
publication process selection, the Old Hemlock Foundation 
will seek to create a more responsible appreciation of our 
natural world.

    
    How can one set a value on entering the woodcock and 

grouse covers where George and Kay experienced the points 
over Ruff, Briar, Dixie, and Wilda? I look forward to my an-
nual hunts in Canaan Valley with Jeff and Gabby Leach, and 
to opening day on Dolly Sods with Steve Marshall. To hunt 
these covers and experience the genes of a setter on point is 
to have a historical connection to the patriarch, Ruff.   This is 
wealth.  
   
    My Life is enriched every time Willow curls up in my lap. 

The connection between her and me deepens with each 
walk, hunt and lap session. This is wealth beyond value.  
   
    I am honored and humbled by the responsibility to share 

and protect the legacy of George and Kay. Many folks mea-
sure a successful Life with the size of their portfolio and value 
of their estate. Prior to the 1782 deed hanging on the Long 
Room wall at Old Hemlock, this land was shared by the Na-
tive Americans. They had no deeds. Instead the natives had 
users’ rights. These were protected and specified in various 
traditions, but there was no such thing as land “ownership”. 
Chief Seattle wrote to President Pierce: “The earth is rich with 
the lives of our kin.” I believe this reflects George’s belief that 
putting a “price on things you possess, you denigrate them”. 
Old Hemlock is rich with Life. This Life reflects its past and its 
future. For those of us who share this legacy, we are wealthy 
individuals.   
   
    

“I am a wealthy man. I have worked to have the means for a 
comfortable life. To me, my wealth is measured by the experi-
ences that I have had, by the friendships that I value, by the op-
portunity to walk behind an English Setter who is rich with the 
genes of her kin, and a wife who supports me in every way.”
  

 “ Old Hemlock is not just a house and trees on 200-odd acres 
of the Earth’s skin, it is a possession all the way down, con-
verging to the core, radiating upward to the mountain constel-
lations whose starlight in some strange way purifies the air. “

   “Looking out the sunset window through an interweave of 
hemlock branches, I see the big trees getting bigger. They, like 
the old clock, tell that Time is passing, telling us that we have 
lived more fully than we dreamed when Kay and I were  
dreamers.”

   
“ These things I love.  I need only Time enough to  

possess them.”
      ~George Bird Evans,  

A Dog, A Gun, And Time Enough  page 146.
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Getting in the Swim 
by Bob Rose    

“Nothing wrong with that dog, it just can’t swim.” 
    So goes the punch line of an old joke about the Labrador 

retriever who walks on water to fetch the ducks shot by his 
gunner.   
    
    We like to think that our Old Hemlock Setters walk on 

water but our perceptions do us little good when a bird is 
down in a stream or beaver pond and our landlocked dog is 
barking safely from its bank.  
  
    The first week of November, a couple of dogs ago, found 

my hunting companion Jason and me following OH Sirius 
through an alder covert along a slow moving and deep 
stream.  The weather was miserable, rain mixed with snow-
flakes the size of small doilies falling gently, but the wood-
cock were in and the silence of Sirius’ bell kept pulling us 
deeper into the covert and away from the relative warmth of 
the car.  
    
    A grand point hard by the stream put a bird into the air, 

and at the sound of my gun the bird fell onto the water and 
slowly turned in a small eddy on the far side.  Sirius, always 
an intrepid retriever, jumped into the water with the downed 
bird his focus, but his inability to swim and his ensuing panic 
overcame his desire to get to the bird. He turned and man-
aged to splash his way back safely to the shore whence he 
came and proceeded to speak in frustration at the bird slowly 
spinning on the other side.  The conversation between Jason 
and me went something like this. “No place to wade, how are 
we going to get the bird? Guess someone will have to  
get wet.”
  
   “You shot the bird, have at it.   It’s your dog that  

can’t swim.”  
     
    Stripping down to your skivvies and wading in water up to 

one’s elbows when the temps are just south of 35 F was shock 
enough to the system to leave a lasting and biblical impres-
sion that all dogs belonging to me from here on will be able 
to swim and make water retrieves, so help me God.  Of course 
this Nimrod turned Nautilus was compelled to bring the bird 
back in his mouth to a dog none too happy to “take it from 
here”.  
    
    Teaching my dogs to swim has been pleasant enough; 

both dogs after Sirius were brought to the water’s edge with 

other dogs swimming about, then carried into the shallows 
and gently let go to swim to the shore. If I got into the water 
their need to be with me quite often found them making 
an effort to swim in my direction.   Zephyr with his natural 
desire to retrieve his white bumper made him into a strong 
swimmer and water retriever.  Fionn, brought along the same 
as Zephyr, never had the same desire to retrieve a thrown 
object, but once he discovered that he had to swim a river to 
get to a favored covert he took to the water like a champ and 
has not looked back.  He has yet to make a water retrieve but 
I plan to toss a few pigeons into a pond this summer for his 
benefit.
    
    Why teach an upland dog to swim? Versatility in the field 

certainly is a great way to keep your dog in shape during the 
hot summer months, but above all for safety.  
    
    The fall of 2010 found Tom and Pam Bowman along with 

OH Boswell joining OH Zephyr and me for a week of hunting.  
Rivers were running high that year and a productive covert 
required hip boots and a swimming dog to access its charms.           
Temperatures had fallen into the high 20’s that evening, and 
a hard frost and skim ice were still in the morning shadows as 
we stepped into the slow moving water to reach the covert on 
the other side.  Tom had assured me that Boswell could swim 
but had forgotten to tell Boswell.  Halfway across the river 
Boswell was already showing signs of trouble, head up and 
butt down, splashing water with his front feet. He was being 
carried down stream and tiring quickly.  I was following Bo-
swell’s lack of progress from the top of the bank and Tom, six 
months from a knee replacement, was doing his best to keep 
up along the rivers edge.  The urgency in Tom’s voice and Bo-
swell’s head slowly sinking into the river made me step into 
the water. When my feet ceased to touch the bottom I kicked 
towards Boswell who was now concentrating his efforts on 
me.  Momentarily I questioned my actions as the cold water 
seeped through my clothes and my hip boots and vest filled 
with water, but with the help of Boswell we managed to make 
it back to the shore we started out from.   Somewhat soaked 
but not much worse for the wear I dragged Boswell across the 
river to the desired covert. Then after a healthy shake by both 
of us and the emptying of my hip boots we stepped into the 
alders and birches for what proved to be another memorable 
day of upland bird hunting in Vermont.
    
    The stories above could have all ended tragically.  Most of 

us care for our hunting dogs with the same devotion as we do 
our children. For our dogs to take harm from our negligence 
would be heart rending to say the least.  
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    We train our dogs to the best of our abilities to give us the 
type of day afield that we hope will be full and rewarding.  
Teaching your dog to swim is not only fun for the both, but 
gives you and your dog the tools and the confidence to make 
those days afield that much more rewarding.

    Bob is onto something important here. George wrote of at 
least two potential water tragedies that I remember, and I have 
had two with different dogs that luckily ended well only be-
cause someone was right there . I’ll bet there have been other 
such incidents within the OH family, and it is likely not all that 
uncommon even in the uplands. 
      Editor
 

Sugar on Snow 
 by Bill James

    The James family made the trip to our Camp 13 in  
Vermont’s Northeast Kingdom, and also enjoyed the Canaan, 
Vermont, Sugar On Snow Social held every August on the 
town green. Many camp duties were of course needed.  
A major task is always mowing the lawn, which was a hayfield 
again, but quickly recovered into a nice looking green lawn. 
We also got in some training for the new young pup named 
Raspberry. Ole Mr. Blue was called on again, as he was with 
Blackberry, to show the new pup the range I like in the woods 
up there. While many new things were being shown to Rasp-
berry he was enjoying himself and learning from Blue. For 
sure, he is still a pup as he tagged on Blue’s shoulder much 
the same as Blackberry did five years ago.

    After getting camp duties in order we were lucky to be 
joined by members of Robin’s family, who drove up from 
mid-state to attend the Sugar Social. This Sugar Social is 
now sixty-five years old, started way back in 1948 by Robin’s 
grandmother and grandfather to benefit the church, and has 
become a tradition for everyone in the area. Just to be able 
to eat sugar on snow in August is a treat for those who grew 
up with real maple syrup. Maple syrup is heated up again to 
a point that when poured on snow it becomes a delight for 
many. Others might say, “Way too sweet”. Maybe that’s why 
you get a dill pickle with your dish. While waiting in the long 
line for your dish, the town’s people get to catch up on each 
other’s family news in this Vermont town that is just over 
900 in population. The small village green has live music by 
local talents, of course raffles (I hope my ticket wins the new 

wooden canoe), along with hotdogs and hamburgers and 
bake sales. All to benefit the church fund. But the big drawing 
card is the sugar on snow.
     
    Robin has many cousins still living in Canaan where she 
and her brothers grew up in their early years, so it becomes a 
small family reunion as well for Robin. And this year we got 
Robin’s eighty-nine year old mom to attend, and while she 
sat on the village green, all who greeted Nana were greeted 
back by our three setters hanging their heads out the back 
window. Now as everyone knows that owns an English Setter, 
one touch or one kind word to these dogs is nowhere near 
enough. Strangers galore made the trip over to our truck for a 
petting zoo that took place with our three boys. Many ques-
tions of all kinds were to follow. What kind of dogs are these? 
How did they get so soft? How many colors do you have? 
How come the different colors? How old? And what are their 
names? With many surprises coming when the folks heard, 
Blueberry, Blackberry, and Raspberry! Three English Setters 
sitting in the rear seat of the truck with their heads out the 
window get a lot of attention. Almost as much as eating the 
sugar on snow.
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    Certainly we are all protective of our dogs. Sometimes the 
need is real because they are so innocent and lack experi-
ence of the world, particularly as youngsters. We feel the ever 
present temptation to hold them very close, yet at the same 
time we know we should not unduly restrain their natural cu-
riosity and need to search and explore. After all, that is their 
destiny which must not be denied.
    
    We should encourage that questing instinct, or better said, 

not fall into the trap of stultifying it unwittingly in the name of 
control. Our well-bred Setters already have it in full measure. 
If your bird dog does not have hunting fire in his blood you 
are in unfixable trouble anyway.
   
    So there is always that tension between drive, range, and 

control, and it’s up to each individual working with his dog to 
find the balance that suits them and their coverts best.
    
    Personally, I’m a traditionalist about all this because in any 

sporting venture it is not what we do so much as how we do it 
that is important. While I’m not tempted to wear a necktie in 
the coverts, I do like my dogs to run free, always hunting for 
and with me, but as big as the covert and conditions justify.  
I prefer to hunt to them wherever possible, not the other way 
around. My reason for feeling this way is that they are the only 
ones who really know how to do what we are out there for. 
I have never yet in my life been able to find a game bird by 
scent, nor have I seen my friends do it, and I’m running out 
of time. I drive the truck, I shoot, Frost does the hunting. That 
is our compact. I also find him to be a more discerning judge 
of cover than I’ll ever be. Excellence of cover is at best an 
elusive moving target with way too many variables for me to 
decipher accurately. He seems untroubled by this complex-
ity. That wasn’t always so in the beginning: He had to learn 
from experience and by making mistakes just as I did, and 
we had the joy of doing it together. Now I watch often with 
amazement as he plies his unique trade, and our journey 
continues.
   
    It wasn’t always easy. We’re a couple of hardheads each 

accustomed to doing things his own way.  We came from the 

cradle and whelping box that way. I also unashamedly admit 
to being overprotective, so setting his spirit free was not easy 
for me to do. Perhaps what made it possible at all is that I 
cannot deny having probably shortened the natural range of 
a dog or two by being fearful of letting them work out beyond 
my too small comfort zone. This is a sad thing to do to a good 
bird dog, whether the motivation is worry or a controlling 
ego. I was determined from the beginning not to inflict that 
mistake on him.
   
    The essence of the problem is that I had to learn to let him 

build his confidence in himself and in me to work beyond my 
sight and ability to always know where he was with absolute 
precision. The concept is sound, the implementation not so 
easy, and never without potential unpleasant side effects. 
    
    In my mind, the hunting bell is the symphony of autumn. 

Especially a deep throated Swiss bell, for it carries music far-
ther and more pleasantly to old ears, and without offense to 
the upland gods. Frost’s was given to him by Bob Rose from 
among his father’s. That is how rich upland traditions are 
born and passed to live on. Imagine the stories that worn bell 
could tell by a winter fire. Trouble is, any bell stops with a 
dog on point and stays stopped. So use a beeper, you say. Not 
on my dog or in my coverts. I’d almost rather listen to those 
rapacious four wheelers ripping up the undeserving hills. If 
I choose to hunt with a fine double and a glorious dog, why 
would I want to do so to the accompaniment of an electric 
excrescence that squalls like the eternal OSHA backup buzz-
er? I have more pleasurable ways of rendering myself brain 
dead; neither do I wish to run the risk of calling in a rutting 
bull dump truck or bulldozer much as I’d tempt a spring gob-
bler. But that’s just me, and it wouldn’t matter much anyway 
because my old ears after too many guns and airplanes and 
too little respect can’t accurately locate those sounds beyond 
where I could see the dog anyway. I can hear them just fine, 
just couldn’t tell you from which point of the compass.
    
    So my early years with Frost were marked by a lot of birds 

(his), and a lot of angst (mine). I never really got used to 
having him out of sight so much in our thick northern coverts. 

Free At Last by Bruce Buckley

 We lost Frost unexpectedly in July only days after I had written this essay. There was a brief temptation to discard or 
change it. I have elected to do neither. The title is now in one dimension and in a personal way cruelly inappropriate, but 
its meaning in context is not. The reference you will see below to our mutual journey remains relevant. Though immutably 
altered, it has no end.
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The occasional long searches for him on point when he held 
birds for fifteen minutes and more by the watch (years in my 
mind) were tough, and the rare failures to find him at all were 
completely unacceptable violations of my part of our deepen-
ing compact. The deal is that when he finds a bird and holds 
it, he knows I’m coming. Not just when it suits me, or it’s not 
too far, or it isn’t on the other side of that bog. Every Time. 
    
    And there is always the unspoken but justifiable fear that 

something dangerous might happen and I couldn’t get to 
him quickly. Lest you get the wrong impression, he is seldom 
beyond the bell, and it turns out usually inside seventy yards 
and only occasionally out to two hundred or so, covering an 
enormous amount of ground while still swinging by often to 
see why the hell I’m not keeping up. In our heavy woodcock 
and grouse coverts, that puts him out of sight much of the 
time, and can result in long treks to the points. 
    
    All that self-induced pressure vanished now years ago with 

a phone call from close friend and fellow Old Hemlocker 
Geoff Jones. Geoff is up on all things electronic, and usually 
the first kid on our block to have something neat and new. 
He had bought the then just released Garmin Astro GPS dog 
collar for his OH Lucy, and wondered if I’d heard about them. 
I recently had, but was skeptical.
    
    The rest, to coin a phrase, is history. I soon got one, a 

gift from a very special group of friends. I was delighted. I 
wouldn’t need it much at home in our open quail coverts, 
but figured it might work in Vermont part of the time after the 
leaves came down and as long as the hills weren’t too steep. 
(Where the hell in Vermont would that be?) 
    
    The handset and the collar each talk to the GPS satellites 

independently, and to each other by VHF radio. I expected 
troubles with overhead foliage and the line of sight limitations 
of radio. I underestimated Garmin. GPS antenna technology 
was moving very fast back then, and probably still is. I can 
report that I’ve never had a loss of signal I could attribute to 
either, and it’s been years. Some anomalies, sure, and some 
bent signals occasionally, but it has always taken me to my 
dog. The handset tells you when your dog has stopped for 
more than a moment, and gives you a graphic bearing and 
distance to him. Literally all you have to do is walk the arrow 
right to within a few yards of your dog. It also performs most 
other common GPS functions if you want those. One of the 
features I like is that it will preserve a map of his track and 
distance traveled on the hunt that you can view directly or 
transfer to your laptop. Get ready for some surprises.

    I have generation one and really feel no need for anything 
better. I am sure the newest are much improved in details 
and presentation, and they are now available as combination 
training/locater units. All of them will track multiple dogs and 
are very easy to use.
    
    GPS collars are not inexpensive, but I personally could 

not afford to be without one. Finding your dog on point is 
crucial enough, but the prospect of an injured or hung-up dog 
that cannot be quickly found is unthinkable. And how about 
the times when you are hunting close to running water or 
anywhere else the ambient noise is such that you can’t hear 
bell or beeper? Even a mildly windy day will suffice. No sweat 
with GPS. The GPS collar is as close to a no-go item for me as 
anything could be. I’d much rather go hunting without  
my gun. 
    
    The best part is even though the durn thing is electric it is 

unobtrusive and totally quiet, waiting to be used only when 
you need it. So we can still move to our beloved bells of 
autumn, a gentle accompaniment to the solitude of the falling 
leaves. 
    
    So what about all that that pressure and worry? ………….. 

Free at last.
    
    
    

“The difference between mere killing and a glorious sport is 
the manner in which you do it – over thrilling dogs, in  
magnificent country and with a near reverence for 
the game.”
                                                                                           
 ~ George Bird Evans  The Upland Shooting Life



Editor’s Note
    This September issue anticipates another yearned for fall 
hunting season in all its glory and variety and promise. Havilah 
Babcock spoke for all hunters when he wrote, “My Health is 
Better in November”.
    But it hasn’t been an easy year, so looking onward with op-
timism is perhaps more important than ever. The Old Hemlock 
family has had losses, as Roger noted in his opening remarks. 
We all share with those in pain. We have all been there before 
and will be again, and it doesn’t get any easier. Sue and I are 
suddenly without any dog for the first time in forty years, and 
we don’t like it.
    But there are always puppies and with them hope that leads 
to a future that gives us a way to secure the memories of shin-
ing times and helps find a good place to put the pain. For life 
goes on, with us or without us, and we have to choose.    
    As always, and undiminished by repetition, my thanks go 
to all those who make the Old Hemlock Letter possible, and 
give us the reasons for wanting one. You know their names, 
and if you appreciate what they do for you be sure to tell them 
sometime.     

Bruce  

Old Hemlock Foundation Directors

LeJay Graffious, Jeff Leach, Roger Brown

Past Director Jeff  Kauffman

Editor Bruce Buckley    

Graphics and Production Toni McGranaghan

Founder and Editor Emeritus  Mike McDonald
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George and Kay’s Videos and CD’s Available Again
    
LeJay has announced that their original films and recordings have been reissued:

 1. An audio-only CD set of the two “An Evening at Old Hemlock” tapes from 1989 and 1993.

 2.  A DVD set containing the four original videocassettes of the films George edited from all of  Kay’s footage, shot 
initially on 8 mm and later Super 8 film:

        Gunning Grouse 1953 to 1962
     Fairhill/Amwell 
       Dixie and Bliss 1963-68
       Briar and Belton 1969 -81

 3.  A DVD,  A Walk on the Hill 
  Chapter one is a tour of the house and its memories narrated on camera by George, then George with Kay reading 
about Old Hemlock accompanied by selected video and photographs.

 
   Chapter two is video of the West Virginia University Archives celebration in 2008, including remarks by Cathy 

Harper and David Hall about their memories of George and Kay.

 Ordering information can be found at the “Store” at HYPERLINK “http://www.oldhemlock.org” www.oldhemlock.org

These materials are an important resource for knowing George and Kay both in picture and in their own voices. The hunting 
footage is understandably of uneven quality, but represents a special record of days gone by, and a unique opportunity to see 
George and Kay with their fabled setters in action.           

“The perfection of a life with a gun dog, like the perfection 
of an autumn, is disturbing because you know, even as it 
begins, that it must end. Time bestows the gift and steals it 
in the process.”                                                                          
                           ~ George Bird Evans  An Affair With Grouse


